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Screen Addiction Avery Wolke

Technology is a very significant factor in our

everyday lives. Can we take the use of

technology too far? Screen addiction, believe it

or not, is classified as an actual addiction. It is

also known as Screen Dependency Disorder.

You can formulate this addiction from anything

from video games to watching television. This

disorder is more common in children than it is

in adults. As where an adult's brain is matured,

more developed, a child's brain is susceptible to

significant changes, such as structure and

connectivity which can stunt neural

development, leading to screen dependency

disorder. A good way to prevent screen

dependency disorder is presenting a child with

screen time. Don’t let babies have iPhones.

Local Eats

Subway Sandwich by Lindsay Trainor

My favorite Subway sandwiches are based on

how easy they are to make. My number one

favorite sandwich to make is a meatball sub on

wheat bread with provolone cheese. I ranked

the meatball sub as my favorite because it’s

easy to scoop the meatballs, wheat bread is the

easiest to cut, and provolone cheese is the

easiest to pull apart. My second favorite

sandwich to make is a steak and cheese on

flatbread with pepper jack cheese. I mainly like

the steak because it smells good and the flat

bread is easy to do pretty much anything with.

My least favorite thing to make is a pizza

because all you have to do is put cheese on it

and put it in the toaster. I chose pizza as my

least favorite because we have to cut plastic off

of the pizza before we put the cheese on it. The

plastic is hard to get off sometimes and because

it takes a minute and a half to toast it fully.



Entertainment Corner

Ado- Hades Brown

Ado is a popular Japanese music artist. Her

most popular song is “Usseewa”. The popular

debut song is about how society has a specific

set of expectations, but that they aren’t always

as important as everyone makes them out to

be. She’s extremely talented, even at her age of

just 19. She actually wrote “Usseewa” at the

young age of 17! My personal favorite song of

hers is “Gira Gira,” a song about true beauty

not always being what we expect and shining

on as yourself. Her vocals are extremely unique

and her style of music is undeniably creative.

Her songs all have important meanings to

them, and they’re made in such a way that you

listen to them for their important meanings

and also because they’re so good and catchy. If

you’re okay with listening to music in

Japanese, I would wholeheartedly recommend

listening to Ado’s music.

New Movies coming out in 2022 by Taylor

Houlberg Murray

https://www.movieinsider.com/

This new year of 2022 is going to have some

new movies coming out that will either make

you want to see them again and again or just

once. Here is a list and summaries of some

movies that will be coming out this year of

2022:

2022:
❖ The Batman is about a Gotham City

vigilante detective named Batman and a

billionaire named Bruce Wayne.

❖ Morbius: “Morbius is about a character

named Dr. Morbius, played by Jared

Leto, who is dangerously ill with a rare

blood disorder, and who is determined

to save others suffering his same fate,

attempts a desperate gamble.”

❖ Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of

Dumbledore is about “Professor Albus

Dumbledore who knows the powerful

Dark wizard Gellert Grindelwald is

moving to seize control of the wizarding

world.” Anyone who is a Harry Potter

fan will want to enjoy this movie.

❖ Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of

Madness is about “Dr. Stephen Strange

who returns to the big screen and

continues his sorcery, magic and takes

advantage of world-bending dynamics.

He will team up with Scarlett Witch in

some way too.”

❖ Thor: Love and Thunder is about

Thor’s girlfriend who lifts the hammer

and becomes the female Thor.

❖ Spiderman: Across the Spider-Verse is

about a hero named Miles Morales who

must face a powerful new enemy with

his spider team.

❖ Halloween Ends is about a woman

named Laurie Strode who finally ends

the serial killer named Michael Myers.

❖ The Flash is about a kid named Barry

Allen who wakes up in an unrecognized

world where he doesn’t have any

superpowers and the Justice League

doesn’t exist.

❖ Black Panther: Wakanda Forever is

about Wakanda and its people.

❖ Aquaman and the Lost Kingdom is

about Aquaman and his new adventures.

Much of this information came from

MOVIEINSIDER.com. If you would like

complete summaries, visit their site for more

information.

https://www.movieinsider.com/


Chlorine & Wine by Rowdy Barber

I decided instead of reviewing a full album I

would review my favorite song off an album. I

chose “Chlorine and Wine” by Georgia

prog-metal band “Baroness”. I chose to pick

one song for two reasons, one I could talk

about the song forever and two I wrote this

article with five minutes to spare. Which is

funny because the song is over six minutes

long. This is the sixth track off Baronesses sixth

album “Purple” (9.5/10). Everything about this

song in my ear holes is perfect; the guitar solo

in the middle of the song numbs all of the pain,

the drumming is very technical and the bass

mixes it all together very well. At five minutes

and fifteen seconds of run time until the end of

the song is a top ten music moment of all time

in my opinion. I love how in this section of the

song everybody is singing and the instruments

are super energetic. It makes me wanna

snowboard down a double black diamond

backwards. If you like this song you might also

like “March to the Sea” by Baroness, “High

Road'' by Mastadon and “Wires” by Red Fang.

Folklore

Tirnanog- Elisha M.

Tirnanog is the land of the fae or the land of

eternal youth. Tir Na Nog is a part of Irish

folklore . Fae trseles closely to fairy. Some fae

creacher include niphs, wisps, brownies and

many others. The land of eternal youth has

appeared in lots of fantasy books and movies

all over the word. Sowing different ideas of

what people think it would look like. The most

common tale of tirnanog is of a warrior named

Oisin who falls in love with a nymph. The story

goes that a worrier falls in love with a fae and

gos with her to Tirnanog. where they lived

happily for 300 years, but the man wanted to

go back. When he did he saw that all his friends

were dead and his home was ravaged with

weeds. Some say one can go to Tirnagon by

going through a door in a willow tree and

others say one can by stepping in a ring of

toadstools.


